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Building on the success of previous seasons, we are proud to announce that the eighth
season is taking place from 1st of March to 8th of March 2019. This year will be our 10
year anniversary and we have some special events planned to celebrate this with you.

th Year
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The Edinburgh Iranian Festival is a non-political showcase for world-class Iranian
culture. Our festival hopes to address misconceptions about the country by shining a
spotlight on some of the contemporary talent that Iran has produced - from musicians
to fashion designers – whilst also highlighting the country’s rich traditional heritage –
such as its food and its literature.
We are always keen to encourage collaborations across cultures, and this year the
Edinburgh Iranian Festival will feature an exciting partnership between Scottish and
Iranian performers in a bagpipe concert at the National Museum of Scotland featuring
the Iranian band Lian.
This year’s festival will also feature:

2016

• A bazaar with Iranian crafts and a fashion show
• An Iranian cookery demonstration
• Affairs of the heart between men and women in Iranian cinema
• A book launch of Iranian contemporary short stories
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This year’s festival furthermore features a short film season for the first time in response
to an open call, as well as panellists such as renowned actress Fatemeh Motamed Arya,
director Ahmad Kiarostami, and director of DreamLab Films Nasrine Médard de
Chardon (Mirshab). We will also see the award-winning theatre dance play “Shirin”
by Mojgan Maghooli making a debut in Edinburgh.
Please see the relevant sections of this brochure or visit our website for more details:
www.ediranfest.co.uk
We would like to thank all of our sponsors for supporting the festival and extend our
gratitude to our volunteers and the organisational committee for their time and effort.
We hope you enjoy the festival and thank you for your support.
To contact us, please email us at info@ediranfest.co.uk.

Follow us on social media:
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#EdIranFest

The festival organisers do not take any responsibility for the political views of any of
our guests.
.برایپشتیبانیازجشنوارهیااطالعاتبیشترلطفاباماتماسبگیرید.اینجشنوارهتوسطگروهیداوطلببرگزارمیشود
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Opening Ceremony / Music

Welcome to the
Edinburgh Iranian Festival
2019
Opening Ceremony: Civic Reception & Music by The
Persian Celtic Fusion
Date: Friday 1st March 2019
Entry: By invitation only
This event is by invitation only for the Iranian community, artists and sponsors taking
part in the festival. Please contact us if you are interested in attending, by emailing:
info@ediranfest.co.uk

The Persian Celtic Fusion
To celebrate the opening of the Edinburgh Iranian Festival we will have a bespoke
musical performance from four wonderful musicians who live in Scotland - Ali Rahmani
on the tombak and daf; Nick Jenkins on the fiddle; and two singer-songwriters,
Farzane Zamen and Lorraine Rahmani.

Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: 11:30–11:50 & 12:30–12:50
Venue: National Museum of Scotland (Grand
Gallery) Chambers St, EH1 1JF
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
www.nms.ac.uk/iranianfestival
Iran and Scotland both share the bagpipe (Persian: neyanban) instrument, with deep roots in their cultures.
This performance highlights the surprising similarities
and the many different styles and traditions. The
Iranian band, Lian, all the way from the Persian Gulf,
will be performing in the Grand Gallery with their
Scottish counterparts.

Music / Museum

Global Bagpipes Concert

Scottish and Iranian dancers will also join this unique
fusion (see dance page for more details).

Lian Band
Lian Band was established in 1993 and is led by
the master of ney-anban, Mohsen Sharifian. Their
aim has been to preserve and promote the music of
Bushehr province and also find innovative ways to
give new life to the music while still respecting its
traditional framework.
We would also like to thank the Stockbridge Pipe Band
for their help in organising this event.
www.stockbridgepipeband.org
This event has been organised in partnership with
Iran Art Research: www.iranartresearch.com.

Persian Patterns Face Painting

We would also like to thank the Lord Provost and
The City of Edinburgh Council for their support and
cooperation in organising this event.
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Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: 12:00-13:30
Venue: National Museum of Scotland, Chambers St,
EH1 1JF
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
Children can enjoy Persian Patterns face painting at the National Museum, where they can
find out more about these patterns and their meanings.
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Talks & Workshops

Date: Friday 1st March 2019
Time: 10:00 – 15:00
Venue: The University of Edinburgh (Room Name
TBC on booking)
Entry: FREE (Ticketed)
Box Office: email for tickets: sophia@visitingarts.org.uk
The Department of Islamic & Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Edinburgh
is partnering with Visiting Arts and Comma Press on a special workshop session
unpicking contemporary literature in Persian and English from award-winning
Iranian writers followed by a performative exploration of text with Dr Azin Haghighi,
theatre-maker Nazli Tabatabai-Khatambakhsh and musician and composer Mariam
Rezeai. The workshop will involve a reading and analysis in terms of language,
themes, context and style of contemporary short fiction and work for stage. The group
will then investigate the convergence of literature,
performance and film - developing and presenting
the original material together.
Apply for a place at this workshop by sending
your CV and an expression of interest to:
sophia@visitingarts.org.uk.

Iranian Textiles and Jewellery
Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: 14:00–15:15
Venue: National Museum of Scotland, Chambers
St, EH1 1JF (Seminar Room, Learning Centre,
Level 4)
Entry: FREE (booking required)
Box Office: Book online at www.nms.ac.uk/
iranianfestival or call Call +44(0)300 123 6789
Join curator Friederike Voigt as she leads a viewing of the museum’s collections of
Baluch embroideries and Turkmen jewellery, both culturally significant crafts from
West and Central Asia. Friederike will be joined by textile and jewellery students from
Edinburgh College of Art, who have researched these collections to create their own
unique designs.
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The Shah’s Wardrobe – How to
dress in 17th century Isfahan (by
Jennifer M. Scarce)
Date: Sunday 3rd March 2019
Time: 18:00-19:00
Venue: The Nomads Tent, 21 St Leonard’s Ln,
EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
The Safavid period (1501-1736) is often described as the “golden age” of Persian art,
mainly during the reign of Shah Abbas I (r. 1587-1629). This talk will describe and
illustrate the dress culture of Safavid Isfahan through surviving examples of textiles
and garments supplemented by both Persian and European visual and literary evidence.

Iranian Bagpipe Workshop &
Discussion Panel

Talks & Workshops

Contemporary Iranian Literature,
Translation & Performance
Workshop

Date: Sunday 3rd March 2019
Time: 10:00-11:00
Venue: The Nomads Tent, 21 St Leonard’s Ln, EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
Do you play bagpipe music? Have you ever wanted to try?
Come and have a taster session in this workshop and learn
about the Iranian bagpipe, ney-anban. Iranian ney-anban
maestro, Mohsen Sharifian, will present his research on
this instrument, in a post-workshop discussion.

Drumming Workshop: Music for
Wellness
Date: Wednesday 6th March 2019
Time: 18:00-19:00
Venue: Google Digital Garage,
42 Shandwick Pl, Edinburgh EH2 4RT
Entry: FREE (Ticketed)
Box Office: See website or scan here
www.facebook.com/MusicforWellnessUK
Come play Persian and Celtic rhythms and songs
with Lorraine and Ali Rahmani. Fun and friendly, no
musical experience required.
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Fashion Show: Persian Catwalk

Date: Saturday 2nd & Sunday 3rd March 2019
Time: Saturday 14:00-18:00 / Sunday 11:00-18:00
Venue: The Nomads Tent, 21 St Leonard’s Ln, EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)

Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: Saturday 14:00-14:30
Venue: The Nomads Tent, 21 St Leonard’s Ln, EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
The Bazaar will include the works of the following fashion designers which will
also be featured in a Persian Catwalk!
Textile engineers Ghazal and Rana are the founders
of Zarir Design Group in Tehran. They use various
methods of dyeing, printing and finishing on
handmade Iranian fabrics. Zarir’s work also featured
in the 2015 Edinburgh Iranian Festival, Persian Chic
Fashion Show.

Fashion Show

Bazaar

Iranian Craft Fair (Bazaar)

Diba Mehrabi is an Iranian designer based in Cardiff.
She mixes different cultural and historical symbols
and traditions with modern print techniques. Diba’s
work also featured in the 2015 Edinburgh Iranian
Festival, Persian Chic Fashion Show.

The Nomad’s Tent is hosting a two-day Iranian Craft Fair (Bazaar) on March 2nd
and 3rd 2019, with stalls exhibiting Iranian crafts, fashion, and food. Women’s attire,
jewellery, Persian recipe kits, mixed-media artwork, cushions, rugs, painted glassware,
ceramics, and pottery, books, sweets and saffron are among the many items that will
be on offer.
The Bazaar launches with a fashion show showcasing high-end women’s attire from
Iranian designers. Edinburgh Iranian Festival is excited to welcome back some of the
designers of our 2015 fashion show (see the opposing page for details).
* Any transactions take place between the stall holder and customer. The Edinburgh Iranian
Festival takes no commission or fee. All transactions are in CASH and are solely the
responsibility of the stall holder.
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Saman Amini is a fashion designer and director of
Mahoot Ltd. She graduated in London with an MA
in Fashion Economy and is now based in the USA.
This collection has been designed and produced
via a collaboration between Mahoot and Sanya
Torkmorad.
Trained as a classical painter under the guidance of
Morteza Katouzian, Farin Norouzi is well-known
for her extensive research into and remaking of
Persian periodic clothing from as far back as 5000
years ago, as well as her private collection of original
Qajar women’s costumes from the 17th century.
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Photography Exhibition: “Failed Project” by Raha

Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: 21:00 –22:00 (doors open at 20:30)
Venue: St Cecilia’s Music Hall, The University
of Edinburgh, 50 Niddry St (off Cowgate),
Edinburgh, EH1 1LG
Entry: £15 (Concession £12)

Date: Saturday 16th February – Saturday 9th March 2019
Time: 10:00 – 21:00
Venue: Filmhouse Café, 88 Lothian Rd, Edinburgh, EH3 9BZ
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
instagram.com/raahaa

Box Office: Eventbrite (See
website or scan here)
Drawing inspiration from a story by one of the
greatest romantic epic poets in Persian literature,
Nezāmi Ganjavi (1141-1209), and produced by Mojgan Maghooli, the theatre group
Shoroom perform Shirin in the form of physical theatre and dance, with use of dialogues,
which makes this play highly emotional and suitable for an international audience.

Art

Dance & Theatre

Shirin

In “Failed Project”, Raha documents the stories from behind the scenes of a publicity
campaign photo-shoot for a skincare product. This collection gracefully portrays
the genuine relationships and emotions of women and is far from the usually staged
advertisement photos. This approach, however, did not appeal to the advertising agency.
Raha is an Iranian freelance photographer. She has an associate degree in graphic
design and a bachelor’s degree in radio and television, who currently works as a public
relations officer in Tehran.

In this extraordinary performance, love expresses itself through its own language, the
language of silence, mystery, and inner tension.
This play was ranked second by audience vote at the Fifth Persian-English Independent
Theatre Festival in London in 2018.

Scottish & Iranian Dance Fusion
(Part of the Global Bagpipes Concert)

Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019
Time: 11:30 & 12:30
Venue: The Grand Gallery of The National Museum
of Scotland, Chambers St, Edinburgh, EH1 1JF
Entry: FREE (Drop-In)
An Edinburgh-based youth dance group comprised of Iranian and Scottish dancers
will be performing to some of the music played by the Iranian and Scottish bagpipers,
as part of the Global Bagpipes Concert at the National Museum (see music page for
details). The dance piece will be choreographed by Gregor Campbell, who himself is
half-Iranian and half-Scottish.
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Friday
1st March 2019

Saturday
2nd March 2019

Monday
4th March 2019

Tuesday
5th March 2019

Wednesday
6th March 2019

Thursday
7th March 2019

Friday
8th March 2019

Cookery Class
@Edinburgh New
Town Cookery
School
11:00-14:00

Calendar

Calendar

Workshop:
Contemporary
Iranian literature
@Edinburgh
University
10:00-15:00

Sunday
3rd March 2019

Global Bagpipes
Performance
@National Museum
11:30-11:50
&
12:30-12:50

Face Painting
@Museum
12:00-13:30

Iranian Textiles &
Jewellery
@National Museum
14:00–15:15

Book Launch
‘The Book of
Tehran’
@Lighthouse
Bookshop
16:00-17:00
Opening
Civic Ceremony
Reception

Film: 24 Frames
@Filmhouse
20:25
+ Q&A with Ahmad
Kiarostami
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1st to 8th
March 2019

th Year
Anniversary

Fashion Show
@The Nomads Tent
14:00

Iranian Bagpipe
Workshop &
Discussion Panel @
The Nomads Tent
10:00-11:00

Bazaar
@The Nomads Tent
14:00-18:00

Bazaar
@The Nomads Tent
11:00-18:00

Film: Tale of the Sea
@Filmhouse
15:20

Film: Bomb, A Love
Story
@Filmhouse
13:00

Film: African Violet
@Filmhouse
17:35
+(Q&A with
Fatemeh Motamed
Arya)

Lecture: Jennifer
Scarce: The Shah’s
Wardrobe
@The Nomads Tent
18:00-19:00

Theatre: Shirin
@St Cecilia’s Hall
21:00
(Doors open at
20:30)

Film: I Want to be
a King
@Filmhouse
20:40

Workshop:

Drumming
@Google
Digital Garage
18:00
Film: Short
Films Season
@Filmhouse
18:15

Film: Brick
and Mirror
@Filmhouse
20:15

Film: Hendy &
Hormoz
@Filmhouse
18:00

Film: Sunset
Truck
@Filmhouse
18:00

Film: Leaf of
Life
@Filmhouse
20:40

Books @Lighthouse from Saturday 16th February untill Saturday 9th March
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Photography Exhibition @Filmhouse from Saturday 16th February untill Saturday 9th March
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The 2019 Iranian Film Season will include 9 feature films - Affairs of the Heart and 7 short films, starting from Friday 1st March 2019. The Filmhouse Cinema is
the venue for all screenings. Please contact the cinema directly to book your tickets.

Film

Venue: Filmhouse Cinema, 88 Lothian Road,
Edinburgh EH3 9BZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 228 2688, www.filmhousecinema.com

Affairs of the Heart: Men and Women in Iranian Cinema
An icon of Iranian cinema, Fatemeh Motamed Arya, and Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz
(University of Edinburgh) curate the 2019 Edinburgh Iranian Film Festival. Across
narratives dealing with mental health, social depravation, and war, amongst others,
the festival films explore the complexities of forging and maintaining relationships in
Iranian society, past and present.
The festival will open with a special screening of maestro Abbas Kiarostami’s final
film 24 Frames followed by a post-screening panel discussion.
24 Frames فریمs۲۴ Bist o chahar frame
(Followed by Q&A)
Date: Friday 1st March 2019 | Time: 20:25
Abbas Kiarostami • Iran/France 2017 • 1h 54m
• PG • Persian with English subtitles
What happens in the moments before and after a photograph is taken? 24 Frames is an
experimental project made by filmmaker Abbas Kiarostami in the last three years of his
life. It is a collection of 24 short four-and-a-half minute films inspired by still images,
including paintings and photographs.
In Conversation: Ahmad Kiarostami,
Mark Cousins and Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz
When Abbas Kiarostami passed away in 2016,
the film was near completion but not finished.
The remaining work was eventually undertaken
in Toronto, supervised by the filmmaker’s son,
Ahmad Kiarostami. This screening will be followed
by a panel discussion with Ahmad Kiarostami,
Mark Cousins and Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz.
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Tale of the Sea  حکایت دریاHekayat-e darya
Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019 | Time: 15:20
Bahman Farmanara • Iran 2018 • 1h 37m •
12A • Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Bahman Farmanara, Fatemeh Motamed
Arya, Leila Hatami, Saber Abar, Ali Nassirian

Film

Iranian Film Season

Taher Mohebi is a well-known writer who, after witnessing a violent murder, breaks
down and spends three years in a mental institution. After release, he is told that things
are just as they were before, but his relentless hallucinations make him want to return
to the institution.

African Violet  بنفشه آفریقاییBanafshe-ye
Afrighai (Followed by Q&A)
Date: Saturday 2nd March 2019 | Time: 17:35
Mona Zandi Haghighi • Iran 2019 • 1h 33m •
Digital • PG • Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Fatemeh Motamed Arya, Saeed Aghakani,
Reza Babak, Mehdi Hosseini Nia, Roya
Javidnia
Middle-aged Shokoo finds out that ex-husband, Fereydoun, has been placed in a
nursing home by their children. She, and second husband Reza, decide to take care
of Fereydoun themselves in their own home. In doing so, the relationship between
Shokoo and Fereydoun is significantly transformed. This new situation affects Reza
and Shokoo’s daily life and unexpected changes take place in the lives of all three
characters.

In Conversation: Fatemeh Motamed Arya,
Nasrine Médard de Chardon (Mirshab) and
Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz
Following the screening of two of Fatemeh
Motamed Arya’s films, Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz will
discuss the challenges facing the creation, curation,
and distribution of Iranian films with Fatemeh
Motamed Arya and distributor Nasrine Médard de
Chardon, director of “DreamLab Films”.
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I Want to Be A King  من میخوام شاه بشمMan
mikhaam shah besham
Date: Sunday 3rd March 2019 | Time: 20:40
Mehdi Ganji • Iran 2015 • 1h 10m • 12A •
Persian with English subtitles • Documentary
Cast: Abbas Barzegar
With the support of his wife and three children,
Abbas runs a successful eco-tourism business by
turning his home into a guesthouse in a nomadic area
of Iran. He has an ambitious dream to create his own
tribe and become its leader with a young nomadic
girl to be his, and the tribe’s, queen. This news does
not go down well with his current wife and children.

Iranian Short Film Showcase برگزیده های فیلم کوتاه

The festival is screening a showcase of short films for the first time this season. The
films were selected from open-call submissions by Iranian filmmakers around the world.
Relationships, religion, children and duty are some of the issues explored in these
contrasting films. They are in a variety of languages, which reflect the diversity and
experiences of the filmmakers themselves.
This screening will be followed by a Q&A with attending directors.
Date: Monday 4th March 2019 | Time: 18:15

Be Patient
Ali Derakhshandeh • Iran/Italy 2017 • 7m • PG •
Italian with English subtitles
Marta talks with a priest about her secret child.
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Without Morning
Mohammad Baghi • Iran 2016 • 12m • 15 • Persian
with English subtitles
It is dawn and Erfan (a soldier and prison guard) has
the job of removing the footstool on which a condemned
man rests. The victim’s mother could pardon him, but it
depends on the result of a religious consultation.

Film

Film

Bomb, A Love Story  یک عاشقانه، بمبBomb, yek
asheghaneh
Date: Sunday 3rd March 2019 | Time: 13:00
Payman Moaadi • Iran 2018 • 1h 37m • 12A •
Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Leila Hatami, Payman Maasi, Siamak
Ansari, Habib Rezaei
It is 1988 and, at the height of the Iran-Iraq War, Tehran is bombed relentlessly.
The days that pass are full of foreboding, and yet, love, affection, hope and life itself
manage to sweep away the fear of death from those surrounded by it. Love may often
be difficult to comprehend, but death is a horrible certitude. ‘Bomb, A Love Story’
shows how, even when faced with the darkness of death, love and hope will find a way.

Bitter Sea
Fateme Ahmadi • UK 2017 • 15m • 12A • English/
Romanian with English subtitles
To keep her job and home in London, an immigrant
single mother has to hide her daughter from her boss and
landlord.
Forouzan
Mir Abbas Khosravinezhad • Iran 2017 • 12m • Digital
• PG • Persian with English subtitles
A mother, living in a village, protects her precious cattle
from thieves.
A Pinprick of Light
Kasra Karimi • UK 2017 • 13m • PG • English
Inspired by true events, John M. Hull, a university
professor, starts to lose his eyesight and fears that his world
is slipping away. He holds onto a dream that keeps alive
the memories of what he holds dear.
Private Chicken
Roya Atarzadeh Asl • Iran 2018 • 8m • U • Persian
with English subtitles
After an earthquake, 6-year-old Taha builds his own
soldiers to help search for his missing mother.
Trump Card
Mohammadreza Aminabadi, Amir Hossein Shakeri •
Iran 2018 • 17m • U • Persian with English subtitles
Things start to go wrong when the son of a school janitor
takes over his father’s role in his absence.
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Following 24 hours in the life of Hashem, a cab driver in 1963 Tehran, the film presents the
everyday fears and anxieties of ordinary Iranian men. The future of the baby left behind in
Hashem’s cab seems to be tied to his secret relationship to Taji. Does he heed to her calls to
emerge from the fear engulfing him, and appreciate the little pleasures of life?
Hendi and Hormoz  هندی و هرمزHendi-o
Hormoz
Date: Wednesday 6th March 2019 | Time: 18:00
Abbas Amini • Iran 2018 • 1 h28m • Digital •
PG • Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Hamed Alipour, Zohreh Eslami, Asma
Daneh-chin, Mohammad Banouj
On the island of Hormuz in the Persian Gulf, according to local custom, thirteenyear-old Hendi is married off to sixteen-year-old Hormoz. Despite the fact that
the young couple hardly know each other, they fully enjoy the beginning of their
married life together. However, events occur which darken their original joy and
lead to unexpected outcomes.

In Conversation: Abolfazl Saffary and Dr
Nacim Pak-Shiraz

Film

Film

Brick and Mirror  خشت و آینهKhesht-o ayneh
Date: Tuesday 5th March 2019 | Time: 20:15
Ebrahim Golestan • Iran 1964 • 2h 10m • PG •
Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Taj-al-Molouk Ahmadi, Zakaria Hashemi,
Goli Bozorgmehr, Jamshid Mashayekhi, Akbar
Meshkin, Jalal Moghadam, Parviz Fannizadeh

The screening of Sunset Truck will be followed
by a panel discussion with the director, Abolfazl
Saffary, and Dr Nacim Pak-Shiraz.

Leaf of Life  برگ جانBarg-e jaan
Date: Friday 8th March 2019 | Time: 20:40
Ebrahim Mokhtari • Iran 2017 • 1h 25m •
Digital • PG • Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Saeed Poursamimi, Mehdi Ahmadi,
Maryam Moghaddam
A film director is unenthusiastically making a documentary about saffron cultivation
and harvesting in a little town. He has accepted this job for money so he can buy a house
in Tehran, where prices are constantly increasing. Therefore, instead of focusing on
making a good film, he pushes his producer to buy a house for him in Tehran. However,
after some incidents, he is determined to make a memorable film, but …

Sunset Truck  یک کامیون غروبYek kamioun
ghoroub
Date: Thursday 7th March 2019 | Time: 18:00
Abolfazl Saffary • Iran 2018 • 1h 21m •
Digital • PG • Persian with English subtitles
Cast: Pejman Bazeghi, Roshanak Gerami, Nader
Fallah, Saman Saffari, Manzar Lashgari
An Iranian family have been running a camp for desert lovers for many years, but
business is slowing down. Arash, the youngest son, comes up with the novel idea of
using Facebook to attract new visitors to the camp with the promise of providing
the most beautiful sunsets anywhere in the world. Business takes off again, but other
problems quickly arise that could threaten the camp’s existence. Sayeh is a pregnant,
single woman living in the camp. One day she receives an unexpected visitor - the rich
bureaucrat father of Sayeh’s unborn child - who wants to force Sayeh into an abortion
while keeping everything from his wife.
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Food

Date: Sunday 3rd March 2019
Time: 11:00 – 14:00
Venue: Edinburgh New Town Cookery School, 7
Queen St, Edinburgh, EH2 1JE
Entry: £30 (£25 for early birds)
Box Office: Eventbrite (See website
or scan here)

Fariba Fekri is a self-taught cook who enjoys learning new recipes and draws inspiration
from her Middle Eastern background. Fariba was born and brought up in Urmia, in the
north-west of Iran, and has called Edinburgh her home for over twenty years. She has
worked in education for over ten years, creating nutritious food for young children, and
caters for gatherings, large and small. She enjoys creating flavoursome and colourful
dishes for her guests that are moreish and nourishing for the body and soul.
Fariba will be demonstrating a three-course typical Iranian menu during a cookery
class, where attendees will be able to ask questions and enjoy a buffet. All attendees
will receive a booklet of recipes and ingredients.
https://faribakitchen.weebly.com
www.instagram.com/azeri.kitchen

Toranj Restaurant
Date: 1st – 7th of March 2019
Venue: 20 Leopold Place, Edinburgh, EH7 5LB
Tel: +44 (0) 131 629 1526
www.toranj.uk
Enjoy a 10% discount at Toranj Iranian Restaurant during the
festival period. Use the Code “Love Iran”, when paying to
receive your discount. Takeaways are also available.
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Book Launch for “The Book of Tehran”
Date: Friday 1st March 2019
Time: 16:00-17:00
Venue: Lighthouse Bookshop, 43-45 W Nicolson St,
Edinburgh EH8 9DB
Entry: FREE (Ticketed)
Box Office: Eventbrite (See website or
scan here)

Books

Taste of Iran:
Iranian cookery demonstration
and tasting

Join us to celebrate the launch of “The Book of Tehran” published
by Comma Press - a collection of contemporary short stories from
ten renowned contemporary Iranian writers. Enjoy a reading of
the stories with Nazli Tabatabai-Khatambakhsh, hear more about
the anthology and pick up one of the very first copies of the book!
Tehran is the beating heart of Iran, a creative tour de force, and
a city that has for decades produced some of the most inventive
voices in the Middle East. In a rare commission, a new collection
of stories, written by the country’s most exciting literary voices,
offers a glimpse into real city life. These stories, often reflective,
ironic, poetic, romantic, surreal, and sometimes humorous, are
available for the first time translated from Persian to English.
This publication forms part of a wider programme by Visiting Arts promoting contemporary
Iranian literature and culture in the UK, encouraging the advancement of Persian to
English translation, and facilitating professional development opportunities and exchange
between British and Iranian literary networks. The short story is a popular format in Iran,
offering a window to different perspectives and an opportunity to showcase rising writers
such as the authors in this story collection - Goli Taraghi, Kourosh Asadi, Payam Nasser,
Azardokht Bahrami, Fereshteh Ahmadi, Mohammad Hosseini, Amirhossein Khorshidfar,
Hamed Habibi, Atoosa Afshin-Navid and Mohammad Tolouei.

Books about Iran available at the
Lighthouse Bookshop
Date: 16th February - 9th March 2019
Time: Monday-Saturday: 10:00-20:00 / Sunday:
11:30-17:00
Venue: Lighthouse Bookshop, 43-45 W Nicolson
St, Edinburgh EH8 9DB
www.lighthousebookshop.com
To mark the Edinburgh Iranian Festival, the Lighthouse bookshop have put together
a special collection of books on Iran, its history, and its culture. This collection will be
available for purchase throughout the festival so visit the shops and enjoy a browse!
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Sponsors

Islamic & Middle Eastern Studies
(IMES)
Leading institution for studying Arabic,
Persian, Turkish & Middle Eastern
Studies. Also see their MSc in Persian
Civilisation
A: 19 George Square, EH8 9LD
T: +44 (0)131 650 4182
E: info@sameducation.co.uk
W: www.imes.ed.ac.uk
Iran Heritage Foundation
Promoter and preserver of the history,
languages and cultures of Iran and the
Persianate world.
A: Asian House, 63 New Cavendish St,
Marylebone, London, W1G 7LP
T: +44(0)20 7493 4766
W: www.iranheritage.org
AMA (New Town) Ltd
Developers at the forefront of
Edinburgh’s conservation and
redevelopment for the past 30 years.
A: 15 Coates Crescent, EH3 7AF
T: +44 (0)131 226 1780
W: www.amahomes.co.uk
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Gold Sponsors

The Nomads Tent
Ethnic shop, with carpets and
handicrafts, as well as a venue
and organiser of cultural events in
Edinburgh.
A: 21 St Leonard’s Ln, EH8 9SH
T: +44 (0) 131 662 1612
W: http://nomadstent.co.uk

National Museums Scotland
With collections of national &
international importance, presenting
& interpreting them for a broad
audience.
A: Chambers Street, EH1 1JF
T: +44 (0) 300 123 6789
W: www.nms.ac.uk

Nafiseh Mirzai
Award-winning makeup artist & hair
stylist.
T: +44 (0) 784 65 399 32
E: info@nafisehmakeupartist.co.uk
W: www.nafisehmakeupartsit.co.uk
F: www.facebook.com/
EllaMiMakeupArtist
I: www.instagram.com/
ellamimakeupartist

The Iran Society
A forum since 1911, for those
interested in Iran’s heritage and
culture.
A: 25 Eccleston Place, London,
SW1W 9NF
T: +44 (0) 207 235 5122
W: www.iransociety.org

Highlander Scotland Ltd
An outdoor product retail company,
established in 1985 in Edinburgh.
A: Todd Square, EH54 5EF
T: +44 (0) 1506 438 438
W: www.highlander-outdoor.com

Tailors UK
Providing high-quality alterations,
dress-making & dry cleaning.
A: 60 Thistle St, EH2 1EN
T: +44 (0) 131 220 6262
W: www.tailorsthistlestreet.co.uk

DreamLab Films
Producer, promoter and distributer of Iranian Films.
A: 14, chemin des Chichourliers, 06110 Le Cannet,
France
T: +33 (0) 4 93 38 75 61
E: info@dreamlabfilms.com
W: www.dreamlabfilms.com

Filmhouse Cinema
Edinburgh's foremost independent
cinema, celebrating world cinema.
A: 88 Lothian Road, EH3 9BZ
T: +44 (0) 131 228 2688
W: www.filmhousecinema.com

Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Supported by Film Hub Scotland, part of the BFI’s Film Audience Network, and funded by
Creative Scotland and Lottery funding from the BFI.
Inventif
Edinburgh-based creative designer, marketing communications
consultant and brand specialist.
T: +44 (0) 754 189 8571 - W: www.inventif.co.uk

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Affiliates

Media Sponsors

Please visit our website for more details on all
sponsors: www.ediranfest.co.uk
Front cover and brochure design by: Inventif
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